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Parking Team, 
Rowan House, 
Merrow Depot, 
Merrow Lane, 
Guildford GU4 7BQ  October 18th 2015  
 
 
Dear  Parking Team, 
 

 
Reigate and Banstead 2015/2016 Parking Review 

 
The Residents Association sent some initial informal comments before the formal consultation 
stage on the proposals for Tadworth and our preliminary concerns remain unchanged. We are 
now aware of the views of some of the residents affected by the proposals which support our 
original representations. We set out some general observations and then deal with the more 
specific proposals. We also comment on some of the problem areas where no proposals are 
made.  
 
1.  General Approach 
 
There are 2 major problems affecting Tadworth.  
1. The amount of through traffic 
There is a considerable amount of through traffic using Station Approach and either Ashurst 
Rd or The Avenue/ Kingswood Road. Tadworth is used as a short cut from the South to Epsom 
and Ewell.  In our opinion, traffic should be encouraged to use the primary road network, 
namely the Dorking Rd.,( B2032), A217 and A 240 instead of ‘rat running’ through the 
residential streets of Tadworth. The parking restrictions, particularly on Kingswood Rd., will 
merely increase traffic speeds and flows, and result in more through traffic rather than 
encouraging use of the primary road network. 
Through traffic could be deterred by signage, as has been used to prevent through HGV traffic 
passing through Walton on the Hill, or restraints to make the Tadworth routes less attractive. 
The current proposals are completely the wrong approach as speeds will be increased at rush 
hours to the detriment of residents. 
 
 
 
2. The amount of commuter parking 
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Unfortunately the proposed parking restrictions will just push the commuter parking further 
from the station, affecting streets which currently do not experience commuter parking. 
Ideally we would like to see Network Rail or the Council tackle the problem and provide off 
street parking. We appreciate money is tight but on-street restrictions plus charging for off 
street parking could be a solution. The purchase of the vacant Citigate site at 90 The Avenue 
for parking, if the Sainsbury appeal is dismissed, could be viable in the long term. 
 
2.  Detailed comments on the proposals 
 
73         Kingswood Road 
We are aware that there are strong objections from residents to the proposed restrictions. 
We object to the proposed restrictions for the following reasons:- 

• The proposals will speed up traffic flows and encourage more through traffic to use this 
residential road. Congestion acts as a deterrent to through traffic to some degree. 

• Increased traffic flows will be dangerous, particularly at the junction with Epsom Lane 
North. There have been several bad accidents at this point. 

• It will be difficult for residents to park over night or have visitors between 8 am and 
9.30 am in the stretch where restrictions are proposed on both sides of the road. 

We suggest that it would be more appropriate to have double yellow lines on the western side 
for a short stretch where there is a curve in the road and visibility is bad when approaching 
from the North (say from no. 14 – 24). 
We also suggest a short stretch of double yellow lines at the junction with Epsom Lane North 
on the western side although we appreciate that there is not much on-street parking near the 
junction.. 
There may also be a case for lengthening the double yellow lines at the junction with The 
Avenue. 
 
73    Cross Road 
There are strong concerns about this proposal. We object on the following grounds. 

• Commuter parking will be pushed into Tadorne Road and possibly Tadworth Park. It is 
already chaotic on Tadorne Road at school drop off time and commuter parking would 
add to the congestion. 

• It will be difficult for residents to park overnight on either side of the highway or have 
visitors/ service vehicles between 8am and 9.30 am. 

• Shoppers already benefit from the existing restricted hours parking and so we do not 
consider there would be much benefit for the shops. 

We suggest that double yellow lines to enlarge the existing drive ways in 2 or 3 places on the 
northern side would allow vehicles to pass safely. At present it is difficult to see if there are 
any pull in spaces if a vehicle is approaching in the opposite direction. 
 
 
74      Tadworth Street 
We support the proposed ‘no waiting’ at any time at the entrance to Chinthurst School. 
We suggest that as there is often congestion, particularly when there are buses or HGVs trying 
to pass, an extended area of double yellow lines near the school entrance would enable vehicles 
from the West to pull in if there is approaching traffic. 
 
75      The Avenue 
We do not have objections to the proposals on the northern part of The Avenue as at least there 
is the facility to park on the opposite side. We also do not object to the keep clear proposal 
opposite Petersmead Close. However, we consider that further restrictions are required further 
along The Avenue, as set out below. 
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76     Tadorne Road 
We consider that the proposal is an improvement but the double yellow lines need to be 
extended further back into Tadorne Road. It is still very dangerous. 
We suggest the double yellow lines extend up to the sleeping policemen as it is still very 
dangerous when cars approaching the junction along Tadorne Road are on the right hand side 
of the road, because of on-street parking, and face traffic turning into Tadorne Rd from 
Tadworth Street.  
 
77 Walton Street 
We support these proposals. 
 
78  Howard Close 
We support this proposal. 
 
 
3.  Other Problem areas which require consideration 
 
Shelvers Way/ Shelvers Hill 
There are problems of parking associated with Tadworth Tyres and other businesses on 
Shelvers Hill and near the garage.  
Also the shops are suffering because there is insufficient short term parking.  This includes the 
shops parallel with Shelvers Way. It is important that the pharmacy remains open. 
Another problem is the parking of several vehicles by Farm Fencing near the mini-roundabout 
which means traffic coming down Ashhurst Rd has to come into the centre of the road. 
We suggest this area is the subject of a special study. There is no obvious solution which 
benefits through traffic and local businesses and residents. 
 
Tadworth Street / Heathcote 
There is long-term parking on the northern side of Tadworth Street which reduces capacity. We 
hope the proposed widening works at the A217 junction can be initiated. 
There is a major problem for visitors to the Heathcote Medical Centre, particularly when 
children are being delivered to the primary school by car. The situation is chaotic and 
particularly difficult for the less mobile members of the community attending the clinic as 
there are insufficient parking spaces on-site. 
We suggest that there is either short term parking or parking after 9.30 am along parts of 
Tadworth Street including the wall section of Tadworth Street, This would provide more short 
term parking. We would also like to see a sensitive development of the grass verge and clinic 
land to provide more car parking for the Medical Centre. 
 
High Street 
We would like to see more short term parking so parking will be easier for people wishing to 
visit the shops and vet. Perhaps there can be more restrictions (either no parking 8. - 9.30 am or 
2 hour parking) on the left hand side of the road from the traffic lights.  
 
Tadorne Road 
As referred to in our comments on Cross Road, there are parking problems in Tadorne Road 
resulting from parents delivering their children to the primary school by car.  
We suggest more passing places be provided by providing double yellow lines near some of 
the existing drive ways so traffic can pull in to allow other traffic to pass. The situation will be 
aggravated if further parking restrictions are introduced on Cross Road. 
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The Avenue 
There is commuter parking on The Avenue as use is made of the footpath near Spindlewood to 
access the Station.  
Parking is dangerous further along where the road bends and goes down hill as this results in 
poor sight lines. 
 Inconsiderate parking is also a problem at school times  and/ or when there is a funeral at The 
Church of the Good Shepherd. This area needs to reassessed particularly if planning 
permission is given for additional buildings and new access for the school. 
We suggest there is a case for more restricted parking, 8.00 – 9.30 am,  on the bend in The 
Avenue to give better sight lines but that further consideration is given to the whole of this part 
of The Avenue. 
 
Deans Lane 
With the reopening of the Blue Ball, and its great popularity, there are increasing problems in 
the pub stretch of Deans Lane. Cars are driving along the footpath. Traffic flows are not 
improved with pub cars sometimes parking in the nearby lay-by. 
We suggest that this area is looked at again in view of the increasing congestion. 
 
Ashurst Rd 
Increased commuter parking is adding to congestion along this route and parking is impeding 
pedestrian movements on the footpaths. 
 
We are aware that there are several concerns from residents about the proposals, and perhaps a 
public meeting may result in some good ideas on how to alleviate some of Tadworth’s traffic 
problems.  
The Residents Association would be prepared to help arrange it if this would be helpful. 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gillian Hein 
. 


